Host Programme for Refugee Settlement
by Gordon Barnett

The Host Programme was implemented in the Spring of 1985 following lengthy consultations with immigrant-serving organizations and church groups, with the intent of joining the best elements of the private sponsorship programme and the government sponsorship programme.

The objective is not only to enhance the settlement process of government-assisted refugees, but to improve community support services to all refugees by increasing community awareness of the refugee movement.

To implement the Host Programme, funds were borrowed from the Adjustment Assistance Programme, which provides income support for indigent refugees during their first year in Canada. It was proposed that refugees receiving the assistance of a host group would require less income support, and the savings would pay for the cost of the Host Programme.

It was expected that host groups might find permanent accommodation for the refugees thus reducing their stay in hotels, might provide furniture and clothing, again saving funds, and might assist refugees to find employment, thus reducing their need for income support.

Host programmes have now been implemented in Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Saskatchewan, Winnipeg, Kitchener, Windsor, London, Quebec City, Moncton and Halifax. The cost of each individual project ranges between $20,000 and $45,000.

The benefits of the Host Programme, while far from being fully assessed, are already evident and are examined in some detail in C. Michael Lanphier's comments on the First Report. Positive tendencies are emerging in the areas of language acquisition and social adaptation. These positive trends are all the more impressive when one realizes that in most of the communities the refugees referred to the host groups are cases which are most likely to encounter settlement difficulties.

Other positive effects of the Host Programme came to light during group interviews (focus groups) of both hosted and non-hosted refugees, carried out in Regina, Winnipeg and London.

Reports from Host Programme co-ordinators indicate that the programme has had a positive impact on community awareness. Co-ordinators have appeared at church meetings and other public gatherings and have sponsored discussion groups and conferences. Radio, television and newspaper coverage has followed.

The objectives of the programme are being met: the settlement process has been enhanced and community awareness has been increased. But what of the savings to the Adjustment Assistance Programme -- the funds which were borrowed to implement the Host Programme? The initial evaluation material received does not show these savings. The most obvious reason is that it is too early to draw distinctions in terms of income support needs. Perhaps no savings will be realized as the 12-month Adjustment Assistance Programme period may be too short to demonstrate the difference between a hosted and non-hosted refugee. Perhaps savings will be realized later in terms of social services not being required by the better adapted hosted refugees.

On the other hand, the expectation of savings may not have been well-founded or well-understood. For instance, while many host groups are prepared to assist the refugees with both clothing and furniture, they do not feel that these items should be provided in lieu of the government's contribution, but rather whatever they provide should enhance the refugee's situation.

Looking to the future, we have yet to face the difficulty of sustaining community support over the long-term. This will likely be the main challenge of the pilot projects for the next two years. In addition, we should return to the discussion of cost and savings before we seek to expand the programme. Unless a new process is instituted which will provide the savings foreseen during the early development stage of the Host Programme, expansion will have to be based on a new deal. According to Heather MacDonald, Host Programme Co-ordinator in Winnipeg, "We have made mistakes, but we must have learned something -- because daily I receive calls from new arrivals asking ever so politely to be included (in the Host Programme)."
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